EU-CELAC Cooperation Dialogue
on Science and Technology

The EU-CELAC Strategic Partnership

 Strategic Partnership between EU and CELAC seeks to promote options for a
socio-economic model where knowledge transfer, education and sustainable
development bring countries and regions closer together while reducing
poverty levels and social exclusion, creating opportunities for all.
 Bi regional political dialogue takes place at different levels and on a wide range
of issues including research and innovation as well as other global issues.
– Cooperation programmes and projects are being carried out in many fields
to support this dialogue.

 This partnership was first launched in June 1999 at the first EU-LAC Summit of
Heads of State and Government in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Since then, Summits
have been held approximately every two years, accompanied by an increasing
number of initiatives by governments and non-governmental actors that take
place between and alongside the Summits.
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The EU-CELAC Strategic Partnership

 During the 2010 Summit in Madrid, the EU and CELAC agreed to establish an
EU-CELAC Action Plan, whereby “science, research, innovation and technology”
constitutes an independent chapter.
 In addition, the Joint Initiative on Research and Innovation (JIRI) was adopted
aimed among others, to “establish regular bi-regional dialogue on science,
research, technology and innovation to consolidate EU-CELAC cooperation and
to update common priorities, encourage mutual policy learning and ensure the
proper implementation and effectiveness of cooperation instruments”.

 Since 2011, annual Senior Officials’ Meetings (SOM) have been organized in
order to support the implementation of the JIRI. In the beginning of this process
Working Groups were established in order to develop concrete joint activities
for future collaboration in thematic and cross-cutting areas.
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EU-CELAC JIRI Working Groups

Bioeconomy (Argentina
+ France)

+ Cross-Cutting “Good practices
& funding mechanisms” and
“Careers Development” (Mexico
+ Portugal/ Chile + Finland)

ICT for meeting
societal challenges
(Chile + Finland)

Biodiversity and
climate change
(Colombia + France)

Health (Spain + Brazil)

Renewable Energies
(Mexico + Spain)
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The EU-CELAC Strategic Partnership

 As the bi-regional partnership evolved over the years, the
Common Research Area was announced in 2015 with the aim to
further strengthen the bi-regional partnership by synchronizing
the manifold and various activities conducted by many different
parties under 3 pillars: “mobility of researchers”, “international
outreach of research infrastructures” and “jointly addressing
global challenges”.
 In 2017, the EC announced the launch of a new initiative in
support of the CELAC countries in the implementation of the 2030
Agenda Sustainable Development Goals through the deployment
of an external independent advice.
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The EU-CELAC Strategic Partnership

The JIRI policy dialogue has been effectively supported by several
initiatives and bi-regional projects such as ALCUE NET, ERANetLAC and EU-LAC Health, among others. These projects have had a
key role in planning and implementing concrete joint activities
and in creating a sustainable framework for future bi-regional
joint activities. In fact, they implemented the work done by each
of the JIRI Working Groups in the 6 areas identified as common
priorities.
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Background: The EU-CELAC S&T Policy Dialogue

EU-CELAC Summits
• …Madrid 2010; Santiago 2013; Brussels 2015…
• Joint Biregional Declarations; Action Plan
• EU-CELAC Joint Initiative for Research and Innovation (JIRI)
Senior Officials Meetings

Report

Mandate • …Brussels 2011; Concepción 2012; Brussels 2013; Costa Rica 2014; Brussels
2016 & 2017, El Salvador 2017…
• Biannual Work Plan (Roadmap)
JIRI Working Groups
• Bioeconomy/ ICT/ Biodiversity + CC/ Energy/ Health/ Cross Cutting…
Mandate • Implementation plans: ALCUE NET + EULAC Health + ERA NET Lac +
+ Thematic Biregional Projects…

Report
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The EU-CELAC Common Research Area

 The CRA was announced at the EU-CELAC Summit 2015 and adopted at the V
SOM 2016, focusing on key pillars:
 Increased mobility of researchers between the two regions, through
greater alignment of between European instruments and Latin American,
national and/or IberoAmerican schemes to promote mobility.
 Promotion of access to research infrastructures of global interest to
improve sharing of data and scientific excellence, through the exchange of
good practice in mapping of existing research and innovation, roadmapping,
process and methodology.
 Focus cooperation on jointly defined grand challenges to create critical
mass, through participation in multilateral initiatives and in flagship area.
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The EU-CELAC Common Research Area



The VI SOM of March 2017 has set in place concrete initiatives and mechanisms
allowing for the efficient implementation of the Common Research Area:
Launch of a Research
Infrastructures Working Group to
support policy coordination and
exchange of information;

Launch of discussions about the
development of EU and CELAC
mobility portals, building on the
existing Euraxess network and
portal;

Agreement on targeted research
and innovation actions for biregional cooperation in the area
of health, climate action and
sustainable urbanisation.

Launch of an EU-CELAC Policy
Advice mechanism to support
CELAC countries in addressing
the Sustainable Development
Goals through research and
innovation.



Based on this context, the current Governance of the JIRI is being reviewed in line with
the strategic pillars and concrete steps to implement it are being identified.
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ALCUE NET- Website - www.alcuenet.eu
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For more information
visit:

www.alcuenet.eu

ALCUE NET is funded by the European Commission under the 7th
Framework Programme.
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